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Guiding Questions

● Is there a consciousness in Mouraria of a ‘Mourarian’ identity? 
● How do various categories of  ‘Portuguese-ness’ operate in relation to the idea of 

a Mourarian identity?
● How might foreign visitors to Mouraria engage with this Mourarian identity?
● How might tourism itself be impacting that Mourarian identity?
● Under what framework for Mourarian identity is Renovar a Mouraria operating?
● What kind of future for Mouraria and of Mourarian identity does Renovar a 

Mouraria see?
● How do the various practices of identity and community in Mouraria intersect 

with those in Lisbon as a whole? 



History of Mouraria
XIIth century: attributed to Arabs when Christians reconquered the city… but Arab 
populations are progressively replaced by Christians in keeping with the 
persecutions. 

XVth century: discovery trips restructure the urban space of Lisbon:

- Elites leave the hills to settle on the lower part of the city (Baixa Chiado)
- Maritime populations replace them on the sides of the hill in front of the 

estuary of the Tejo (Alfama and Bairro Alto)
- Marginalized populations settle in the lower part of the last district of the old 

center (Mouraria)



History of Mouraria
Partially touched by the earthquake of 1755

- Residential function 
- Precary housing 
- Illegal traffic
- Domestic prostitution →  20% the Houses of tolerance located in Mouraria in 

1841 and still 30% in 1947 (census of Tomar Lemos in 1947)
 
Mid-XIXth , gypsy settled down there next to Galicians
Gypsies → trading activity
Galician → beverage activities, restauration, blacksmith farrier

XXth century: industrialisation and rural exod: pious communities coming from the 
North (Minho) but also the south (Algarve)



History of Mouraria
The contemporary period

Carnation Revolution (1974) and the entrance of Portugal in the CEE (1986), the 
hospitality function of the area was perpetuated
→ from former Portuguese colonies
→ from Eastern Europe
→ Indians
→ Pakistani
→ Chinese

Foreign population in Mouraria? (2001)
8,4% ( VS 5.4% in Alfama / 4.7% in Lisbon)



Tourism in Lisbon
● Tourist contribution to Portugal’s GDP 11.3 billion euros (6.4% of total 

GDP) in 2015, expected to rise to  14.6 billion by 2026

● Government invested 8.9% into tourist services in 2015

● About 15% of Portugal’s domestic product and 8% of jobs in Portugal are 

tourism-related

● Since 2014, Lisbon city center has gained 10% tourists and lost 10% 

residents every year

● 13,000 Airbnb listings for Lisbon at the beginning of 2016

● 12.5 million annual visitors expected by 2026

● *Importance of 2011 financial crisis, Troika Agreement



Renovar a Mouraria
● Began in 2007 to help develop the Mouraria area for residents and tourists
● Founders: Inês Valsinha, Nuno Franco, Filipa Bolotinha
● “To develop artistic, cultural, and leisurely activities and events directed 

towards the community of Mouraria, including as many pieces of culture from 
the original residents of the neighborhood as from the visitors and tourists who 
frequent the establishment.” 

● Weekly programming such as Apoio o Estudo, Saúde Para Todos, Cabeleireiro 
Solidário, concerts, game nights, film screenings, dinners, art exhibitions

● Funding comes from donations, membership dues, money earned from events, 
public and private subsidies.
○ ARM General Assembly meets every year to make fiscal plans



Our Ethnographic Work
● Walking tour 
● Apoio o Estudo
● Celebrations, concerts
● Mouradia restaurante, pratos do mundo
● Interview with Almudena Ferro Calviño

○ “The problem isn’t the change or transformation of the community, it’s the 
balance of short term visitor and long term resident experiences.”

● *From previous students’ interview with one of Renovar’s founders, Filipa 
Bolotinha: “The most difficult part of that job is to create a condition that people 
want to be involved in the work you are doing” 



Guiding Theories of Race, Culture, Citizenship, 
History
● Benedict Anderson, “Imagined Communities”
● Andrea Klimt and Steven C. Lubkemann, “Arguments across the 

Portuguese-speaking World: a discursive approach to Diaspora”
● Timothy Seiber, “Composing Lusophonia: Multiculturalism and National 

Identity in Lisbon's 1998 Musical Scene”
● Carlota Sole, “Immigration Policies in Southern Europe”
● Galhardo Jacques, “The Myth of the Mouraria ghetto in Lisbon: a plastic 

memory” 



Reflections and Conclusions - Interactions 
Between Local Life and Tourism
● Fundamental history of multicultural encounters
● Simultaneous commodification as a place and transcendence of tourist consumption
● Ambivalences, paradoxes of attracting visitors to character of the neighborhood 

while threatening the sustainability of that character
● Reciprocity, balance

○ Promotion of shops, restaurants run by Mourarian people (Bengladeshis like 
Ghoroa, rua Benformoso / Chinese Supermercado Hua Ta Li in Martim Moniz) 
→ Rota das tasquinhas e restaurantes na mouraria

● The space of Renovar itself as a venue for encounters between tourists and 
long-term residents
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